
Famous Couple Nick Lachey and
Vanessa  Minnillo  Celebrate
Second Celebrity Baby Shower

By Maggie Manfredi

Another  celebrity  pregnancy  in  the  books!  According  to
UsMagazine.com,  famous  couple  Nick  Lachey  and  Vanessa
Minnillo recently celebrated a celebrity baby shower in honor
of baby number two’s upcoming arrival. They are the proud
parents to their first celebrity kid Camden, 2,  and are
excitedly prepping for the birth of a baby girl. This hasn’t
stopped them from having fun though. The celebrity family took
on Peter Pan this Halloween: Nick as Peter, Vanessa as Captain
Hook, and Camden as the crocodile.
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This  famous  couple  is  just  as
excited for their second celebrity
baby shower as they were for their
first! What are some ways to make a
baby  shower  for  a  second  child
appropriate?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Second  time’s  a  charm!  Just  because  you  aren’t  having  a
celebrity baby shower doesn’t mean you shouldn’t celebrate
again with baby number two. Cupid has some advice on the best
ways to have a baby shower for your second child:

1.  Make  it  kid-friendly:  Have  the  celebration  be  family-
friendly. You’re welcoming a new baby, and your first born is
welcoming a sibling. This is a big change for everyone, so
don’t leave anyone out!

Related: JWoww and Snooki’s Kids Enjoy a Sleepy Movie Date

2. Use hand-me-downs: Does a registry seem silly since you
already have hand-me-downs from your first baby? Instead of a
registry for material things,  pick a charity and ask your
guests to donate in lieu of presents.

Related: Blake Lively Shows Off Baby Bump With Ryan Reynolds

3. Pick a theme: A festive theme makes any party more fun!
Whether it is a princess party or circus-themed event, just
play and enjoy this time before your family grows again.

Have the perfect baby name for little Lachey? Share with us
below!
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